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APPROVED FOR EROSION CONTROL WORK ONLY

EC-1

EROSION CONTROL PLAN

SCALE: 1" = 50'

NOTE:

Only one Erosion Control Plan sheet (EC-1) is shown in this example. Sheet EC-2 is not shown. The associated Erosion Control Legend (EC-L1) is also omitted.

STAND-ALONE EROSION CONTROL ITEM CALLOUTS: These are items not associated with an Erosion Control Type. In this example, the item is not applicable throughout the entire area designated for the type. Another example is an item on a separate location than any Erosion Control type. Include an Erosion Control location letter with this stand-alone Erosion Control item callout.

EC EXAMPLE C, EROSION CONTROL PLAN WITH EC AREA LETTERS

GENERAL
Use this EC plan sheet example for projects that use location letters to reference quantities on EC sheets.

NOTE:
For accurate right-of-way data, contact right of way engineering at the district office.

CONTACT RIGHT OF WAY ENGINEERING AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE.

NOTE:
EROSION CONTROL TYPE 1
EROSION CONTROL TYPE 2
CUT SLOPES BETWEEN 2:1 AND 3:1

CONTACT RIGHT OF WAY ENGINEERING AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE.

"R46" LINE
"GEN" LINE

NOTE:
For accurate right-of-way data, contact right of way engineering at the district office.

CONTACT RIGHT OF WAY ENGINEERING AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE.

GENERALLY USE THE EC PLAN SHEET EXAMPLE FOR PROJECTS THAT USE LOCATION LETTERS TO REFERENCE QUANTITIES ON EC SHEETS.